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Safe and secure Cloud Hosting
Access your Sage software from anywhere
Experience the latest technology platforms
Your system is backed up, monitored and supported
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Sage Cloud
Sage Private Cloud Solutions
Ask us for a free demonstration system that you
can use for a few days to see for yourself.

What software can I use?

Your simple monthly hosting fee covers all
hardware and software. After that, you can ‘bolton’ anything else you need. Standard products,
such as Microsoft 365 or Exchange/Outlook are
available at low cost, which come with additional
benefits such as entitlement to upgrade whenever
new versions are released.

What are the benefits?
Soon, all software will be delivered like this…

Have you discovered the benefits of connecting to
your business via the cloud from anywhere at
anytime? As an accredited Sage Partner and
Microsoft Gold Partner, we offer comprehensive
Cloud Solutions for Sage 50 and Sage 200.

What is Private Cloud?

If you want to safely and conveniently connect to
Sage from anywhere in the world, consider Private
Cloud Hosting. Adopting cloud helps you reduce
infrastructure costs while scaling resources and
being agile. You and your team simply connect to
the system via the internet.

Universal access for your users from
anywhere you need
The flexibility to add/remove users and
resources on demand
Eliminates the need to provide server or
backup resources in terms of hardware and
staff time
Protects against loss of data by accident or
intent

Highly reliable

Security

The Paradise data centres are certified to
ISO27001. This means that the facilities are
audited annually to ensure you are receiving the
best possible care in terms of data security. Your
Private Cloud system is backed-up, monitored and
supported by IT professionals, with strict working
practices and procedures to ensure that everything
is carried out to the highest standards.

Ease of Use

Once you experience the latest technology and
hardware platforms, you’ll soon discover
performance that is equal to, or better than, a good
local network.

Sage 200

Although Cloud Solutions can be less expensive
than ‘on-premises’ IT solutions, using this
approach offers numerous benefits that go
beyond cost:
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Long term costs are also addressed, as you are
unlikely to need upgraded workstations. You can
also look forward to savings on insurance,
electrical power and technical support.

To find out how Paradise can help
your business, or to arrange a
demonstration, call us today on
01604 655900 or visit our website
www.paradisecomputing.co.uk
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